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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Problem Formulation 
The purpose of this thesis is to study children's 
reactions to the impact of hospitalization and illness. The 
study deals with: 
(1) The personal, family, and social characteristics 
of the children in the study, 
(2) Their past experience with hospitalization and 
illness, and 
(3) Their verbal and non-verbal behavioral reactions 
to their hospitalization and illness. 
The anticipation was that reactions to hospitalization and 
illness could be identified and then related to aspects of the 
children's history and background prior to hospitalization. 
In this study the terms "reactions", "hospitalization", 
and "illnessrt are often used. "Reactions" refers here to the 
feelings, attitudes, and ideas stimulated in response to hos-
pitalization and illness. Among these would be verbal and 
non-verbal responses indicating pleasure, s·atisfaction, con-
tentment, hostility, hopelessness, anxiety, guilt, fear, anger, 
or ideas of persecution. 
The term "hospitalization" is used here to mean separa-
tion of the child from ho~, when he enters the hospital, 
2 
and the hospital procedures he encounters after entrance. In 
this study the writer l0oked at the children's reactions to: 
separation from home and family; entering the hospital and the 
ward; hospital staff. and other children on the ward; and 
medical procedures such as restriction of diet, anaesthesia, 
operation, and needles. 
The medical problems from which the children suffered 
are spoken of as their "illnesses". In studyi~ the children's 
reactions to illness, the writer considered their feelings 
about the symptoms or results of their illnesses, their con-
ceptions of their illness and its effect upon body image, and 
tbeir reactions to the pain, enforced dependence, and restric-
tion of movement caused by the illness. 
~ Setting 
This study was conducted at Boston City Hospital, a 
large general hospital serving •: population drawn principally 
fran the lower socio-economic class. When founded in 1854 as 
"a free hospital for the worthy poor", Boston City Hospital was 
housed in only one building. Now it has expanded to twenty-
three buildings and has grown to be one of the largest hospi-
tals in the country. A medical training center for Boston 
University, Harvard, and Tufts Medical Schools for a long time, 
it is now also a training ground for students fran seventeen 
schools of nursing and three schools of social work. The 
J 
patients it serves are primarily residents of areas surrounding 
the hospital in Boston's South En,a. Many of these areas are 
deteriorated and many ot their inhabitants live in poorly 
maintained apartment houses and housing projects. Quite 
heterogeneous, the population there is composed of some 
socially disorganized transient groups and also some tightly 
knit ethnic groups. In some areas a high rate of mobility is 
the rule, whereas in others the population is quite stable. 
The hospital's pediatrics building houses eight wards, 
half of these girls' wards and half boys', each with about 
twenty-two beds. Most ot the children wlx> come to the hospi-
tal are of low socio-economic status. Many are from broken 
homes, usually without the fathers' being present, and many 
come tram large families. A great percentage ot the children 
are hospitalized tor less than two weeks for varied medical 
reasons. 
The Children's Project is a pilot social group work 
project which was set up in the pediatrics building in 1958 
to help children deal with the stress of hospitalization, 
illness, and separation from home. It was felt that hospital-
ization and illness constitute stress situations fbr all 
children because of threats of separation from home, medical 
and surgical procedures, restriction of reasonable aggressive 
behavior, and breakdown of recently achieved ego growth. 
The purpose ot the Project is to provide meaningful 
'""'='"'.L.'=,=""~"",_...,--=--~~011> e:rne;ri.e.nc..e~c--~a,d--bJ:-~ttra:tapd1 ns~-&dul:t:a,,_.,whQ,_ •. --'-'·"·'= -"~"'.o."'-''-C"':...-"~·""'' 
will help prevent excessive regression, unnecessary 
psychological suffering, and the development of 
emotional disturbances due to illness, hospitaliza-
tion, and separation. In addition to these preven-
tive purposes are the objectives of all social grou 
work to help individual a to develop attitudes, rela 
tionships, and behavior patterns that will lead to 
increased social adequacy and personal satisfaction 1 
The permanent Project staff provides supervision fo 
~olunteers and students from local colleges and universities 
~ho, in ~urn, provide recreational services to children from 
uWO to six and those older who are not in group work groups. 
The group work groups have graduate social work students 
leading them. They furnish guided group experiences and the 
ppportunity for a consistent relationship with an understand-
~ng and caring adult, "catharsis through verbalization and 
play, and the opportunity for mastery of traumatic events as 
~ell as growth oriented experiences. n 2 Each of the group 
~ork students leading these groups is assigned to one ward in 
~he hospital for one year and has the responsibility of 
~valuating how therapeutic a milieu his ward is and how he 
pan work together with medical and nursing staff to effect 
~esirable changes in it. 
1Marian Chuan, "Final Report to Children's Mission 
Jo Children: A Summary of Children's Group Work Project at 
3oston City Hospital, 1958-1961." 
2r.ydia Rappaport, "Concel>t of Prevention in Social 
M'ork," Social Work Journal, vol. 6 (January, 1961}, p. 11. 
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On their wards, the social work students form groups of 
from one to seven members who range in age from six to thir-
teen years, and who, preferably, will be in the hospital far 
a week or two after joining the group. Group members are 
selected because of particular emotional need, problems in 
adjustment to hospitalization and illness, or because they can 
be of help to other children who need group work service. 
Consideration is also given to prospective members' physical, 
social, and emotional readiness for group experience and their 
expected length of stay in the hospital. 
Before any patient enters the group, the social worker 
must have a diagnostic understanding of him. To fonnulate 
this, the worker holds an intake interview with the child, and 
, gathers infonnation from his family members, medical record, 
hospital staff, other group members, and from the worker's own 
observation of the child's behavior on the ward. This enables 
l the worker tentatively to diagnose and e"981uate the child's ego 
strengths and weaknesses, his self-image, his reality orienta-
tion, the defense mechanisms he uses, his social difficulties, 
his capacity for relationships, and his needs and interests. 
An initial treatment plan and goal are then formulated and 
carried through in subsequent individual contacts and group 
; meetings during the three days a week that the student worker 
I ;, is on his ward. 
1-
1! The present study was done by a second year social group 
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work student on a girls' surgical ward, where the patients 
ranged in age from two to thirteen. Those two to six seemed 
to outnumber the older patients. The medical problems most 
commonly seen on the ward during the time of this study were 
the need for removal of tonsils, adenoids, and appendix; 
gastro-urinary infections; the need for cosmetic surgery for 
strabismus, post-polio deformities, and club feet, and re-
sults of accidents. Most of the hospital staff on tba. t ward 
had some interest in the children and the difficulties they 
were experiencing, though the surgeons and nurses were often 
hurried and unable to spend a great deal of time with patients. 
ru Sample 
The sample used in this study represents a total sample 
of those children on Boston City HOspital's girls' pediatric 
surgical ward who began membership in group work groups there 
between December 6, 1961, and January 26, 1962. The sample 
is not representative of the whole ward, for it was not random-
ly selected. The girls included in it were receiving group work 
service either because they needed it or because they could 
contribute to groups formed around other children who did. 
Since only six to thirteen year olds and children scheduled to 
be in the hospital at least a week or two were included in the 
group work groups, the girls in the sample were longer term 
patients and were older than the general population on the ward. 
t! 
7 
As it turned out, all the children in the sample were aged ten 
to twelve. Their socio-economic status and racial and reli-
gious backgrounds were similar. to those of the general ward 
population. 
~ Collection 
Data were collected by the second year social group 
work student who did this study. From intake interviews, 
individual contacts, her observations of the children in 
groups and on the ward, and infonnation from medical records, 
hospital staff, and parents, the writer gathered pertinent 
information. Included in this was data concerning patients' 
personal, family, and social characteristics; their past 
experience with hospitalization and illness; and their verbal 
and non-verbal behavioral reactions to hospitalization and 
illness. This information was then prepared for analysis by 
being entered onto schedules which were the same for all 
Patients included in the sample studied. An example of these 
schedules, which introduced uniformity into the type of infor-
mation gathered an each subject, can be seen in Appendix A. 
Limitations 
This study has many limitations. Since all the chil-
dren in it received group work service, their reactions to 
!hospitalization and illness were modified by group work treat-
·;: 
ment. As was stated above, the sample was not representative 
of all patients on the ward, for the study was done in a 
treatment setting where selection of the sample was based on 
treatment goals, noton scientific research pnJcedures. 
8 
Since this thesis was written at the Children's Project, 
a new service without a backlog of cases which could be util-
ized in the study, the sample had to be drawn entirely from 
patients seen by tl::e writer within a small portion of her 
eight months' placement at the Project. For this reason, the 
sample was quite small, consisting of only seven cases. 
Accessibility to such scanty numbers made it impossible for 
the writer to control factors like the patients' length of 
hospitalization before she saw them and differing numbers and 
types of :pJJevious hospitalizations. Another limitation to this 
study was the impossibility of going deeply into psychodynamic 
or family background information. 
Approach ]2 ~ Study 
People react not to a situation but to the situation 
as they perceive it in the light of their backgrounds and past 
experiences. Knowing this, this writer, in studying children's 
reactions to hospitalization and illness, looked not only at 
the illness and situation of hospitalization but also at the 
backgrounds and previous relationships of the children reacting 
to these. The literature points up the importance of doing just 
9 
this and also gives suggestions of it ems in patients.' histories 
and in the hospital situation which are important to look at 
in order to gain an understanding of the children's reactions 
to hospitalization and illness. 
Prugh found that children's reactions to hospitaliza-
tion and illness are more a result of their previous modes of 
functioning than of their particular illnesses.3 Even if this 
is assumed to be true, however, among children who have attain-
ed similar levels of adjustment more severe reactions might be 
engendered by one type of illness than by another. Consequent-
ly information about type and history of illness in con junction 
with information about previous levels of adjustment were 
considered important for inclusion in the present study. 
Cooley states that a person's race, nationality, and 
religion contribute to his attitudes toward sickness, weakness, 
expression of pain, and dependence.4 With this in mind, the 
writer included these items in her data collection. Cooley 
also reminded her of just how threatening separation fran home 
and family can be for the child and how lack of knowledge about 
or preparation for illness and hospitalization can contribute 
3nane G. Prugh et al., "A Study of the Emotional 
Reactions of Children and Families to Hospitalization and 
Illness," Journal of Orthopsychiatry, vol. 23 (January, 1953), 
pp. 81-2. 
4carol H. Cooley, Social Aspects of Illness. 
::-
to a child's fears and anxieties being inappropriately exag-
gerated. Consequently, these items were also investigated in 
this study. 
Other authors like Minna Field,5 Anna Freud, 6 and 
Prugh, et al., 7 offer ideas of what children seem to react 
most strongly to during their stay in the hospital. These 
ideas were included in the data collection in the form of 
items such as reactions to treatment procedures, surgery, 
restriction of movement, and restriction of diet. 
10 
Prugh et al. 8 and Carol Young, 9 note conditions and 
behavior which contribute to helping children toward better 
adjustment to their hospitalization and illness. This reminded 
the writer not to overlook the obvious, the effects of the ward 
and hospital situation to which each child had to adjust. Young 
points out that children respond best to medical treatment when 
they feel secure in the hospital environment and comfortable 
with the people who care for them. She feels that these 
5Minna Field, Patients are People. 
6
.Anna Freud, "Th,e_ HQle of Bodily Illness in the 
Mental Life of Children," The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 
vol. 8 (1952). 
7Prugh et. al., op. cit. 
8!P.!£. 
9carol Young, "Social Group Work With Children in a 
General Hospital," Group Work Papers, National Conference on 
Social Welfare, 1957. 
:; 
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feelings can be best engendered through: supportive relation-
ships; opportunity for the child's expressing his well part 
through activities; opportunity for him to exercise his capa-
city for self-determination; opportunity to express his 
positive and negative feelings in socially acceptable ways; 
constancy in relationships during hospitalization; and through 
his keeping in touch with the outside world and with the 
activities of the home and community to which he will be 
returning. The fact that the group worker and the Children's 
Project's groups provided such things to promote mental health 
on the ward where this study was done affected the children 
studied and, therefore, affected the results of the study. 
Summarizing, the writer selected from the literature 
factors which seem d pertinent to children's reactions to 
hospitalization and illness. Then she attempted to get, fran 
her own research, more specific ideas about the relationship 
between these factors and the reactions induced by them. 
Heeding the words of Anna Freud and Prugh et al., the writer, 
in analyzing the data, looked not only at s:re cific symptoms 
the children manifested but also at the children's over-all 
reactions to hospitalization and illness, the extent of these 
reactions, the purposes they served, and to what they were 
related. 
CHA.PI'ER II 
BACKGROUND .AND ID:S'IORY 
Age, Race, and Religion 
Table 1 shows the personal and social characteristics 
of the patients studied. We see that the sample included seven 
girls fran ten to twelve years of age. Two of them were Negro 
and five White. Of the four whose religion was known, two were 
Catholiosand two Protestants. 
sooio Economic Background 
Since the writer's information on the socio-economic 
level of the patients was limited and of d:lf'ferent types for 
each patient, she had no clear out criteria defining why the 
children were categorized as being in the lower or lower 
middle socio-economic strata. Where knowledge of family inoo~ 
type of residence and occupations of parents was available, 
this was taken as an indicator of socio-economic class. 
The writer included A in the lower socio-economic 
category because her family was unable to pay any part of her 
hospital bill and because the sole wage earner in her family 
worked only part of each year. G was also included in the 
lower category because her family had been living on A.D.c. 
and, at the time of the study, was supported by the fifteen 
·. dollars a week her father sent plus her mother's salary as a 
- 12 -
:r·· 
-·· 
School 
Case Age Grade 
A 12 5 
B 10 4 
i 
I c 11 7 ',, 
D 10 5 
E 11 6 
F 11 5 
G 11 4 
TABLE I 
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Relation-
ships w. 
Teachers Relation-
and Other ships w. 
Race Religion Adults Peers 
White Catholic Excellent Unknown 
Negro Protestant Unknown Fair 
White Unknown Fair Fair 
White Catholic Excellent Very good 
Negro Unknown Excellent Excellent 
White Unknown Excellent Excellent 
White Protestant Poor Poor 
Feelings 
Toward 
School 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Ambivalent 
Negative 
Ambivalent 
Unknown 
Negative 
1-' 
\I.) 
~~ 
:.1 
~ 
I 
!I 
I, 
I 
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laundry worker. The writer classified F in the same socio-
economic class, although she was undecided about this classi-
fication. All the in:f'ormation the writer had about F' s socio-
economic status was that her family took in boarders, her mother 
did domestic work, and her father loaded meat onto trucks. B 
and D were considered to be in the lower middle socio-economic 
group because B's family of five lived on ninety-five dollars a 
week, and D's family sometimes took summer vacations and owned 
their own home which had a lot or land around it. No informa-
tion was available concerning C's and E's socio-economic status. 
Both parents or four or the children contributed to 
family support. Only one of the parents of A and E contributed 
to their support. A's father was the sole breadwinner :In her 
family, although he worked only part of the year due to the 
seasonal nature or an outside contractor's work. One possible 
reason for A's mother not supplementing the family income was 
that she had a six month old baby. Another was that A's family 
had recently migrated from Italy and the influence of the 
Italian culture might have militated against the mother's work-
ing. In E' s ease, her father and mother were divorced and the 
father no longer sent support. At the time of the study G's 
parents, who were separated, were both contributing to family · 
,support, but that was a recent development. The family had 
)been living on A.D.C. until a court order forced the father to 
!send some regular support, and the mother decided she could 
- ,~~·-
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make more money working than she could get f'ran the A.D.C. 
payments which had been decreased when her son became seventeen. 
From these f'acts we see that all the children studied, except 
A and possibly C, bad working mothers, and G's mother began to 
work only a short time bef'ore the time of' this study. 
Family Back:grrund 
Table 2 gives the number of' parents and siblings living 
in the home of' the seven patients at the time of' the study. 
The total number of' persons living in the holl'l9 s ranged f'rom three 
to ten. Three of' the seven patients bad only om parent in the 
home, while f'our of' them bad both parents there. G was the 
only om whose siblings were not all living at home, while 
people outside the immediate f'amily were living in the homes of' 
two of' the cases. E's uncle lived with her and her mother, and 
F' s cousin and two boarders lived with her f'amily. 
Table 2 also shows the marital status of' the parents of' 
the seven patients. A's, B's, D's, and F's parents were married 
to their original partners. C's, E's, and G's parents were 
divorced or separated bef'ore these patients were of' school age. 
C had never seen and did not know anything about her f'ather 
, except that she thought he sent her mother olE cks. E 's parents 
bad been divorced since she was three, and E could re.lll3mber 
'nothing about when her f'ather lived in the home, altho~h she 
had seen him three times since her parents' div·orce. Once 
TABLE 2 
FAMILY BACKGROUND 
Patient's Patient's Patient s 
Parent's Parent's Patient's Relation- Relation- Relatiol 
-Marital in Mother's Father's Ordinal Siblings ship with ship with ship wi h Case Status Home Age Age Position in home Mother Father Sibling= 
A married both 32 41 oldest 1 bro. exoel- excel- excel-
1 sis. lent lent lent 
1 bro. :fair to :fair to 
B married both unknown unknown.· middle 2 sis. poor unknown excellel ft 
non-
c unknown mother 51 unknown youngest 1 sis. :fair existent fair 
5 bro. excel- excel- excel-
D married both 44 42 middle 2 sis. lent lent lent 
divorced 
(fr. re- fair to 
E married) m the r 34 35 only none poor unknown none 
excel- exoel- exoel-F married both 33 36 oldest 1 sis. lent lent lent 
non-
G separated mother 46 unknown youngest 1 bro. fair existent :fair 
...... 
()'\ 
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remarried, her father had children by his second wife, and 
stopped sending support forE or her mother. G's parents sepa-
rated when she was fourteen months but they never obtained a 
divorce. Her mother did not want one nor did she want to press 
bigamy charges against the father who had remarried and who sent 
only ~oradic support when a court order forced him to do so. 
G never saw her father except on one occasion when her mother 
brought non-support charges·~against him. 
only two noteworthy facts emerged fran the information 
on the parents' ages. A's mother was nine or ten years younger 
than her husband and was twenty at the time of A's birth. In 
contrast, C's mother was forty when C was born. The mother 
reported that she was going through meaopause at the time of 
this study and frequently had no patience with C. All the other 
parents were from one to three years apart in age and, when the 
children in the sample were born, their parents were in the age 
group in which childbearing is common. 
In Table 2 we also see an estimate of the patients' 
relationships with their parents as estimated by a rating scale. 
Below are examples of what is meant by "An excellent relation-
ship," "A fair relationship," and "A poor relationship." 
An excellent relationship: One in which each person has con-
cern for and sensitivity to how 
the other is feeling. Parent and 
child participate tcgether in act-
ivities and are able to discuss 
important or emotionally charged 
A fair relationship: 
A poor relationship:-
18 
subjects. They trust each other, 
look forward to seeing each other 
at visiting hours, and are happy 
to see each other then. 
One 1n whi ah each person is con-
cerned about the other but less 
so than a bout him.selt and in which 
there is little sensitivity to 
each other's feelings. Parent and 
child mutually participate in a 
few activities and discuss some 
matters, although not important or 
emotionally charged ones. They 
ha. ve some degree of, but net a 
deep amount of, trust in each other 
and are fairly happy to see each 
other during hospital visits. 
One in which there is little, if 
any, concern, sensitivity, trust 
or mutual participation in acti-
vities. Discussion is limited, 
and hospital visits are infrequent 
and not overtly welcomed by either 
parent or child. 
As we see in Table 2, A, D, and F had excellent rela-
tionships with both their parents. C and G had fair relation-
ships with their mthers and no relationships with the fathers 
they did not know. B's and E's relationships with their fathers 
were not known but their relationships with their mothers were 
considered less than fair, though not quite poor. 
B appeared to care a great deal about her mother and 
her mother clai.rn.ed that B was one of her favorites. However, 
B seeed insecure in her mother's love while her mother failed 
to visit her frequently even after worker explained the sever-
ity of B's reaction to hospitalization and illness to her. 
19 
E's relationship with her mother was classified as less than 
fair for several reasons. When E and her mother lived in the 
South near her maternal grandmother and E's mother "got tired 
of her," she would send E to visit with the maternal grand-
mother, sometimes for six months at a time. In addition, E 
was not particularly enthusiastic when her mother visited her 
during her hospitalization, and she preferred staying in the 
hospital to going home. Yet E voiced only approval of her 
mother, and her mother was very genuinely upset about E' s being 
ill and about the possibility of any negative residual effects 
of her illness. 
Table 2 indicates not only the patients' relationship 
with their parents but also the number of siblings they had, 
and information about the siblings and their relationships with 
the patients. The number of siblings each patient had ranged 
from none to seven. E was the oney only child. C and F each 
had one sister, while A had t"WO siblings, B three, G five, 
not all of whom lived with her, and n seven. C and G were the 
youngest in their families. These two girls and D were the 
youngest girls, and A and F the oldest children and oldest girls 
in their families. Only B and D were middle children, with B 
. having an older si star and brother and a younger sister and D 
having two older sisters, four older brothers, and one younger 
,; brother. For a considerable length of time, A, E, and F were 
only children, and all the children in the sample were the 
20 
babies of their families for a number of years. 
The patients' relationship with their siblings were 
rated on a scale similar to that on which the patients' rela-
tionship with their parents were rated. On this scale rela-
tionships are described as excellent, fair, or poor according 
to the following criteria. 
An excellent relationship: 
A fair relationship: 
A poor relationship: 
One in which each person has con-
cern for and sensitivity to the 
other's feelings and in which the 
siblings do many things together. 
Patients and their siblings refer 
to eaoh other and to missing each 
other and are able to discuss 
among themselves matters close to 
their hearts. Siblings who were 
old enough to visit in the hospi-
tal visit frequently. 
One in which each person has some, 
but not a great deal of, concern 
for and sensitivity to the other's 
feelings. Patients and their sib-
lings do things together infrequent-
ly and sometimes refer to each other 
or to wanting to see each other. 
They may discuss matters but not 
those of deep import. And siblings 
who are old enough to visit some-
times do. 
One in which each penson has little, 
i~ any, concern for and sensitivity 
to the other's feelings. They sel-
dom, i~ ever, do things together 
and don't refer to each other or to 
missing each other. Discussion 
amongst them is limited, and sib-
lings who are old enough to visit 
seldom, if ever, do. 
As is shown in Table 2, A, D, and F had generally 
relationships with their siblings, while B had a fair 
21 
': to excellent relationship with hers. She seemed to have eared 
, a great deal more for her older siblings than they did for her 
:. but to have had a genuinely close relationship with her younger 
:sister. C's and G's relationships with their siblings were 
rated as fair7 while E did not have any siblings. 
Relationships with Teachers and Other Adults 
As was seen in Table 1 the relationships individuals 
· in the sample had with teachers and other adults prior to 
hospitalization ranged from excellent to poor. From the little 
material obtained on this subject, it seemed that A, D, E, and 
F, or four of the seven patients in the sample, had very good 
:relationships with teachers and other adults before they 
·entered the hospital. Several of A's adult neighbors came to 
:visit her in the hospital and spoke very highly of her. E had 
, very warm relationships with her maternal grandmother and an 
•aunt, got along well with her teachers, and was generally well 
liked and trusted by the parents in her neighborhood, all of 
!Whom wanted her to baby sit for tbem. 
In the area of relationships with adults, nothing was 
'known a bout B and little a bout D and F. D said that the teacher 
she had at the time of the study was the first teacher she had 
not liked, and F spoke warmly of her teachers and her mother's ,, 
:l 
i employers. 
:j 
This scanty information and the fact that D and F 
!iboth got along very well with adults while in the hospital, 
i\ 
I !I 
•e.,, cc1t··· 
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indicated that these two girls probably had good relationships 
with teachers and other adults prior to their hospitalization. 
Before C's entrance into the hospital her relationships 
: with adults appeared to be fair. Some were characterized by 
.. warmth, others by hostility and belligerence, but most by 
, acceptance or tolerance, frequently expressed in her describing 
, people and things as "alright" and in her usually not getting 
· .. excited about anyone or anything. C demanded being treated with 
· respect by adults and differentiated among them according to 
how they treated her and what kinds of personalities they had. 
She was quick to rebel against authority figures and generally 
.seemed more outspoken with them, regardless of their positions, 
than most children her age would dare to be. On one occasion, 
·she got out of a dental chair and marched out of the clinic 
when a dentist said he did not have the time to answer her 
·questions. 
G' s relationships w1 th adults before she entered the 
hospital seemed pretty poor. Her mother reported that the 
,neighbors sometimes had bad things to say about what G did in 
the neighborhood. G herself reported that she greatly disliked 
the truant officer who forced her to go back to school and that 
:the new teacher, to whose class she had just been assigned, was 
supposed to be quite mean. G said she would not think this of 
. 
' i 
!the teacher and would be good in class so that the teacher would 
' 
ilike her and not have cause to yell at or be mean to her. This 
. writer feels that this statement, together with G's behavior 
'! 
toward the hospital staff, indicated that G assumed a servile 
;and "goody-goody" attitude in the presence of adults because 
she feared and did not trust them. 
Relationships with Peers 
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The patients' relationships with their peers ranged from 
excellent to poor. E's and F's were considered excellent, D's 
:; very good, B' s and C' s fair, and G' s poor. Nothing was lmown 
about A's relationships with her peers, but the fact that she 
, got along very well with other children in the hospital may 
have been an indicator of the same having been true prior to 
; her hospitalization. It is unlikely that her ability to make 
• friends easily and be well liked, to understand and try to help 
:other children, and to differentiate in her friendships while 
:not actively excluding anyone was developed only after she 
i entered the hospital. 
., 
B was reported to get along well with peers in her own 
neighborhood and to play with them quite frequently but to 
, stay around her parents a lot and to prefer her family's company 
to that of other children. 
Without having especially warm relationships with any 
of her peers, C seemed to have gotten along with most of them. 
!!She answered the writer's question about her feelings toward ii 
:1 other children in her neighborhood by saying, "All the kids are 
I 
alright" and describing them as " ••• just O.K." She said she 
had friends, though no special ones, and that she had never 
belonged to a group or club. 
D, on the other hand, reported that she liked just about 
' all the children in her class and had many friends in her 
neighborhood but none of these were "special friends." Although 
some of her chums had joined groups, D never had been interested 
in doing this. 
E's and F's relationships with their peers seemed better 
. than those of the other children included in the sample. E's 
mother proudly told of hem popular E was with the children in 
her neighborhood, how upset a couple of them had been to hear 
E was in the hospital, and how interested they were in how she 
was progressing and when she would be coming home again. F 
reported that she had many friends in her neighborhood and one 
. special friend who was " •.• just tops." Her relationship with 
her special friend seemed a very close one, with the two girls 
spending the night at each others houses and going almost every-
where together. F also belonged to the Camp Fire Girls and was 
planning to join the Girl Scouts. 
In contrast to the pictures E and F presented, G had 
very poor relationships with her peers. Her mother reported 
that she had once mixed well with other children, but no longer. 
"She used to be a sweet kid but now she has a chip on her 
, shoulder." The mother who, as was stated on page 25, was not 
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a very reliable source, saw the incident when children in G's 
third grade class teased her about her hare-lip are largely 
responsible for G's metamorphosis. {This writer feels that 
the seeds of the girl's problems were planted earlier and more 
deeply). The mother also reported that her daughter would 
"blow her stack it' she did not get her own way and seemed to be 
on the defensive all the time." When other children talked 
together, G felt they were saying something negative about her. 
, She acted as though she were going to hurt other people before 
they could hurt her and as if she did not care whether or not 
the other children liked her, though she really did. G reported 
that she did have one friend with whom she used to walk to 
school, but that because the friend's mother was often out 
drinking, the friend had to take care of her sisters and bro-
thers and was usually late for school. Since G's trouble with 
the truant officer, she had been goi~ to school on time, and, 
therefore, had not seen much of this friend. All these facts 
, indicate that G's relationships with her peers were generally 
poor and that the one friendship she did make was not a very 
strong one. 
School Experience 
Only two of the girls, A and G, were behind their age 
; group in school. Since the hospital teacher reported that A 
,I 
l did well on her scboolwork, it was assumed that A's arrival in 
'.I, 
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for her being in the fifth grade at age twelve. G, on the 
'other hand, was having difficulty in school. At the time of 
:the study she was in the fourth grade for the third time. 
! During her first year in the fourth grade, she had been hospi-
, talized for four months after which she was absent from school 
:so much that a truant officer had to force her to attend again. 
The mother said G frequently complained of not feeling well as 
I 
an excuse for not going to school and the mother, not knowing 
whether this was true, did not have the heart to force G to go. 
iThe mother also dated the beginning of G's reluctance to attend 
• school to the time when G was in the third grade and other chil-
: dren teased her a bout her harelip. However, because of this 
:mother's need to deny the existence of shortcomings in her 
1daughter or any responsibility on her part for her daughter's 
:problems, she could not be counted as an extremely reliable 
:informant. 
C, in the seventh grade at age eleven, may have been 
ahead of her age group in school, although there was no definite 
indication of this. It was known, however, that C was in a 
·college preparatory course. 
None of the patients' feelings toward school were known 
to be positi~e. A's, B's, and F's were unknown, while C and E 
bad ambivalent feelings toward it, and G and D had negative 
feelings of different degrees in this area. D stated that she 
did not like school because she did not do well in schoolwork, 
while G had to be forced back to school by a truant officer. 
Case Su.mmarie s 
' ,, 
" 
From all the foregoing data come the following vignette• 
of the backgrounds and histories of the seven patients studied 
, in this paper. 
:case A. A was a likeable twelve-year-old White Catholic girl 
·.of the lower soci6-economic class. She was born in Italy, then 
·lived in Argentina, and came to the United States less than a 
< 
:year before the time of this study. Her feelings toward school 
;were unknowq. Her recent immigration to this country may have 
. been re spon~i ble for her being in the fifth grade at age twelve, 
I 
I 
·.since the hQspital teacher reported that she was doing well in 
' I 
· .• her schoolwork. She also spoke English well at the time of 
:this study and seemed well adjusted to life in her new country. 
; A lived with both her parents and her six year old sister and 
six month old brother. She was the oldest child in her family 
and an only child until her sister was born. Prior to her 
hospitalization, A's relationships with her parents, siblings, 
,teachers, and other adults were excellent, while there was no 
information on what her relationships with her peers were like. 
It was known, however, that her interests and activities had 
• been varied. 
B. B was a very intelligent, mischievous, sometimes 
---
difficult, but usually very responsible ten year old Negro 
' Protestant girl. She lived with both her Pi rents, her older 
·•. sister and brother, and her younger sister. Never an only 
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•. child, B was the baby of her family until abe was eight. What 
type of relationship B had with her father was unknown but her 
• relationship with her mother was considered fair to poor and 
her relationships with her siblings were considered fair to 
.. good on the whole. Her feelings toward school and her relation.;. 
ships with teachers and other adults were unknown, whereas her 
. relationships with peers were known to be fair and her interests 
, and acti vi ties were varied. 
Case c. C was a usually blase eleven year old White girl wbo 
; had a lot of spunk. Her home was a broken one, in which she 
lived with bar mother and a twenty-seven year old sister. She 
never knew her father and did not know whether he was dead or 
alive or what her parents' marital status was. Her mother, who 
was fifty-one and going through menopause, reported that, as 
·she was getting older, she was frequently losing patience with 
her daughter, who is here classified as an adolescent because 
she had recently begun menstruating. C's relationships with her 
mother and sister were considered fair, as were her relation-
ships with teachers, other adults, and peers. Her interests and 
: acti vi ties were fewer than is usual tor a girl her age, and her 
feeling toward school waw ambivalent, though she was in a college 
course and doing well in her schoolwork. 
-~. ,--r: 
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Case D. D was a likeable and energetic ten year old White 
Catholic girl who was living with both her parents and all 
seven of her siblings. She was seventh of eight children, had 
never been an only child, but was the baby of tbe family for 
seven years. She had excellent relationships with all the 
members of her family but said that, if she had to pick a 
favorite, he would be her four year old brother. D's rela-
tionships with teachers and other adults were excellent and 
her relationships with her peers were very good. Probably 
largely because she did not do well in school, she had negative 
feelings toward it, whereas enthusiasm characterized her 
attitude toward her various interests and activities. 
Case E. E was an eleven year old Negro girl whose personality 
was very warm, friendly and pleasing. She was an only child 
of divorced parents and lived with her mother and a thirty-
seven year old male cousin after having had many shifts in 
address before the time of this study. Her relationship with 
her father was Unknown, while that with her mother was fair to 
poor. Contrasted to this were the excellent relationships she 
had with teachers, other adults, and peers. The feelings she 
expressed toward school were ambivalent although she seemed 
i: interested in the homework she did in the hospital and many 
act~Yities interested her. 
Case F. F was a very likeable eleven year old White youngster 
;I 
'! 
" 
"' 
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She lived with both her parents, a four year old sister, a 
twenty-eight year old male cousin, and two male boarders. An 
only child and baby of the family for seven years, she had an 
excellent relationship with her younger sister and with her 
parents, teachers, other adults, and peers as well. Her 
feelings toward school were unknown and her interests and 
activities were numerous. 
Case G. G Was a very imaginative girl who always wanted to try 
new things and had a fearful and ingratiating attitude toward 
adults. She was an eleven year old White Protestant and had 
been kept back in school twice. She greatly disliked school, 
and a truant officer had to force her to attend. G•s parents 
were separated but not divorced, though her father was re-
, married. She lived with her mother and a seventeen year old 
brother and had another married sister who had previously lived 
in the home but was not living there at the time of this study. 
TWo other siblings were reared out side her home and one brother 
died before her birth. The fifth of five children, G had two 
older brothers and two older sisters, was never an only child, 
and for her eleven years had been the baby of her family. With 
her mother and her siblings she had fair relationships, though 
the quality of her relationships with each of her brothers and 
· sisters ranged from excellent to poor. Her relationships with 
teachers, other adults, and peers, on the other hand, were all 
CHAPTER III 
MEDICAL INFORMATION 
Table 3 gives medical information concerning the 
patients' length of hospitalization, medical diagnosis, treat-
ment during the present illness, number of previous hospital-
izations, and the age at which the previous hospitalizations 
i! occurred. From the table we can see that there is great 
~ ; 
:! variation among the patients in all these areas. Length of 
!i 
:j hospitalization ranged from six days to over two men ths. C, 
!l 
!i F, and G were in the hospital ten days or less, whereas D and 
E were there three weeks or more, and A and B were hospitalizeq, 
for longer than six weeks. It was not known whether E and F 
had been previously hospitalized, but C and D never had been. 
B was in the hospital once, A twice, and G three times before 
the time of the study. 
None of the patients' medical problems were the same. 
A was in the hospital to have three operations for correction 
of post polio deformities of one leg. Except for great pain 
folloWing her operations, she suffered little during ber 
hospitalization. Before sbe entered the hospital she had 
noticed other children staring at her leg and had wanted an 
operation done to correct the deformities in it. Since, when 
she was eight, she had had a similar operation which did not 
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have lasting corrective results, A had qualms about how ertec-. 
ti ve this surgery would be. She could not remember anything 
about her first hospitalization, when she had polio at thir-
teen months of age, but said she did not mind her second 
hospitalization when she was eight and the doctors first tried 
to correct the deformity in her leg. Her stay in the hospital 
was short then and her mother was able to sleep and stay in 
her hospital room with her. 
B's burn was a very sudden, frightening, and painful 
experience. The burn itself gave off a very unpleasant odor 
for a while and was quite disfiguring. One visitor fainted 
when she saw it. For some time at the beginning of her hos-
pitalization, B had debrosin dressings which, along with 
special baths, and a blood transfusion, were extremely pain-
ful for her. Previously, B had been hospitalized only once 
when she was struck by an auto at age two or three. Her mother 
reported that B got very angry at having to stay in the hospi-
tal at that titm. She could not understand why sl:e could not 
come home and became quite withdrawn. Later B mentioned to the 
worker that when she was hit by the auto she had no cast or 
anything but her mother made money from her accident. This may 
·' have indicated that B felt nothing she could see was wrong with 
her so that her mother must have sent her to the hospital for 
money making purposes. 
C was kept waiting for several hours while she was in 
Length 
of Present 
Hospita- Medical 
lization Diag-
Case (in days) no sis 
A 48 post 
polio 
deform-
ities 
B 71 20-30 
burns 
of the 
right 
hip and 
flank 
icitis 
D 25 right 
renal 
contu-
sion 
E 21 func-
tionary 
tumor 
of the 
left 
ovary 
F 6 frac-
tured 
meta-
tarsal 
left 
foot 
TABLE 3 
MEDICAL INFORMATION 
Treat- Sudden 
ment Onset 
During Visible of 
Present Medical Medical 
Illness Problem Problem 
needles yes no 
blood 
tests 
x-rays 
3 opera-
tions 
blood yes yes 
tests 
blood 
trans-
fusion 
special 
baths 
skin 
graft 
stitches 
removed 
debrosin 
and 
saline 
dressings 
yes 
x-rays no yes 
needles 
blood 
tests 
catheter 
enema 
confined 
to bed 
awakened 
for puls~ 
blood 
pressure 
and temp-
erature 
taken 
x-rays no no 
needles 
blood 
tests 
pills 
operation 
removal 
of 
stitches 
needles no yes 
foot 
baths 
00 
tests 
operation 
ear cast 
~· · .. 
No. of Age at 
Degree Previous Previous 
of Hospita- Hospita-
Pain lizations lizations 
some 2 13 months 
8 years 
very 1 2 or 3 years 
great 
\..A) 
\..A) 
some 
little 0 
some unknown 
little unknown 
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pain before she was admitted to the ward for an appendectomy. 
She complained of pain for several days after her operation, 
although the nurses said she was experiencing little or none 
after her first day or two in the hospital. Though an in-
dwelling catheter was quite uncomfortable for her, none of 
the treatment she received was very painful. Her mother 
reported that C had begun menstruating a few months before her 
admission to the hospital and that she felt embarrased and dis-
gusted about sex, which made having her pubic hair shaved for 
her operation and sitting on the bedpan very difficult for her. 
D fell from her porch which caused her right renal con-
tusion, or bruised kidney. Consequently, she had to be kept 
from moving about much and her condition had to be frequently 
checked, although she did not experience any really painful 
treatment procedures. D had never been hospitalized before 
but several of her siblings, with whom she felt closely identi-
fied, had been, and D felt it was "her turn." 
E had a functionary tumor of her left ovary which had 
first been marked by profuse vaginal bleeding. This probably 
provoked much anxiety in the eleven year old girl who suffered 
a great deal the day of her operation but otherwise experienced 
no great pain due to her illness or to treatment she received. 
F was struck by an auto, which was a sudden and fright-
ening experience. Her stay in the hospital was short, however, 
and while there, she reported no pain from the fractured 
:i 
- ~ "·it -. ··-·· 
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metatarsal in her lett toot or trom treatment procedures. 
For a while before her admission to the hospital G had 
been seen in the out-patient clinic for an infection in her 
ear. It was diagnosed as chronic supperative otitis media, 
needing surgery for a cure to be effected. During this 
hospitalization G experienced pain only immediately following 
her operation. However, she knew of the possibility of future 
cosmetic surgery on her harelip which would mean another 
operation. G had already been hospitalized three other times. 
At six weeks of age she had an operation on her harelip which 
necessitated forced feedings for her as an infant and very 
young child. At age eight she had her tonsils and adenoids 
removed. And at ten, she contracted pneumonia and tonsillitis, 
which developed into st. Vitus Dance, or Corea, and caused G to 
be hospitalized for four months. 
The above descriptions bear out the earlier statement 
that none of the medical problems of the patients were the 
same. However, there were similarities and differences in the 
suddenness of the onset of the physical problems, how visible 
they or the procedures used to remedy them were, and how much 
pain the patients suffered. B's burn, C's appendicitis attack, 
D's falling from her porch, and F's being hit by an auto all 
were sudden and frightening experiences. The decisions for 
operations on A's leg, E's ovary,and G's ear came after some 
consideration. The only visible medical problems were A's leg 
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in its cast, B's burn, and G's greatly bandaged ear, with B 
being the only patient in the study whose body was disfigured. 
B was also the only patient in the sample who suffered great 
pain over an extended period of time. A, C, E, and G were in 
pain, but only after their operations, while D and F never 
suffered greatly from their injuries. Notable too is the fact 
that A, B, C, E, and G underwent operations, whereas D and F 
did not. 
CHAPTER IV 
REACTIONS TO HOSPITALIZATION AND ILLNESS 
The children's over-all reactions to hospitalization and 
illness were evaluated after their verbal and non-verbal 
reactions to specific aspects of the hospitalization and ill-
ness were studied. The writer looked first at their intellec-
tual conceptions of their illnesses and their understanding of 
the reasons for the medical and surgical treatment they receiv-
ed. Then she examined the patients' reactions to: medical 
and surgical procedures; their medical problems; hospital 
personnel; other children on the ward; separation from home 
and family; and anything else to which they had noteworthy 
reactions. In Table 4 she estimated the severity of the 
children's over-all reactions on the basis of this. 
Intellectual Conceptions of Medical Problems and 
Understanding of Reasons for Hospital and 
Medical Procedures 
B, D, and F had extremely clear conceptions about their 
medical problems and the reasons for the hospital and medical 
procedures used in their care. A's, C's, and E's conceptions 
. were vague, while G had little or no knowledge about her 
medical problem or the reasons for the treatment she received. 
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TABL:I 4 
UACTIONS TO HOSPITALJZATION AND ILLNESS 
Concept ions Reactions Reactions to 
of Illness Reactions Reactions to Other Separation 
and Hosp. to Med. and to Reactions Children :rrom 
and Medical surgical Medical to Hosp. on the Home and 
Case Procedures Procedures Problems Personnel Wa.rd Family 
A vague inappropr. appropr. trust. reached extreme 
and and out homesickness 
constr. pleas. 
B clear inappr. inappropr. untrust. partici- extreme 
and and and pated home sickness 
non-constr. non-oonstr.;.unpleas. 
c vague inappr. inappr. untrust. had no expression 
and and and little of home-
non-oonstr. non-oonstr.unpleas. contact sickness 
D clear appropr. appropr. trust. reached mild 
and and and out homesickness 
constr. constr. pleas. 
E vague appropr. appropr. trust. reached lack of 
and and out homesickness 
constr. pleas. 
F clear appropr. appropr. trust. participa- extreme 
and and and ted homesickness '-'> ()). 
constr. constr. :Qleas. 
G little or inappropr. inappropr. untrust. participa- no expression 
no knowledge and and and ted of home-
non-constru. non-constr.unpleas. sickness 
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From the time she entered the hospital B could give a 
realistic account of how she received her burns. She had no 
preparation for her hospitalization and received no infonna-
tion from her family about the treatment she would be receiv-
ing in the hospital. However, because B had a great deal of 
curiosity, was not afraid to ask questions of the hospital 
staff, and was intelligent enough to grasp the information 
given her, she made certain that she learned about her medical 
problem and the treatment she was getting for it. Her method 
of obtaining her knowledge was quite different from D's and F's 
being well informed by their parents about their medical prob-
lems and treatment either before they entered the hospital or 
sb. ortly thereafter. 
D learned about her kidney ailment from her mother and 
from doctors and nurses as well. She was able to tell the 
writer about the usual functions of the kidney, the possible 
implications of having a bruised kidney, and why it was neces-
sary for her, with her renal contusion, to be confined to bed-
rest and frequently checked. When she was unable to answer 
one question the writer put to her, the writer asked D if she 
would like her to get the unknown information from the doctors 
and nurses. D's answer was, "That's alright. I can ask them 
myself," which indicated her lack of trepidity about asking 
questions of the hospital staff. 
F bad an excellent knowledge of what was the matter with 
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her foot, what sort of treatment she had had, and what sort of 
treatment she would be having. All this, she said, her mother 
had explored and then explained to her. 
As stated above., A's, C's, and E's conceptions in this 
area were vague. A knew only that she was in the hospital to 
have the deformities in one of her legs corrected by an opera-
tion similar to the ones performed on her leg four years before 
with unsuccessful results. She knew nothing about the reasons 
for hospital and medical procedures, had some muddled and 
mistaken ideas about these, and was reluctant to ask the 
hospital staff to answer the questions she had. A rensmbered 
that during her last hospitalization the removal of stitches 
in her foot was painful •. Without knowing whether or not she 
had stitches in her foot during this hospitalization, she 
feared the possible removal of them. She also feared that if 
her cast got dirty it would have to be remved and changed and 
that this would be painful. In actuality, the outside of a 
cast's being dirty is not a cause for its removal and the re-
moval , when it does occur , is not painful. 
c said that prior to her appendectomy she had been told 
what the operation would be like, why she could not eat before 
it, and her expected length of hospitalization. It was also 
kno~ however, that her sister, because of her own unpleasant 
hospital experience, had given C a pretty grotesque and un-
realistic picture of what hospitalization would be like. 
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What C's conceptions were of the reasons for the hospital and 
medical treatment she actually received were unknown. 
E, who had a tumor on her ovary, knew she was in the 
hospital because she had "a knot in her stomach." She also 
knew when she would be having an operation to remove it. Her 
doctor told her no more than this, but when he began talking 
about her medical problem with her mother, E blocked her ears 
so she would not hear what he was saying. However, she d1 d 
listen attentively when this writer explained to her, before 
her operation, about operation procedures, anaesthesia, and 
the reasons for these. 
When the writer asked G 's mother if she had prepared G 
for her hospitalization, the mother did n~ answer the question 
directly. She said only that her daughter was present when a 
doctor explained thatG would be going to the hospital to have 
her ear fixed. This reply led the writer to believe that G 
received little, if any, preparation for hospitalization and 
had little, if any, knowledge about her illness. The mother, 
who herself was afraid to ask questions of the hospital staff, 
did not supply this, and the hospital staff on this ward seldom 
give unasked for medical information to the children who are 
patients there. G's fear of the hospital staff prevented her 
asking them questions, and her reactions to hospitalization 
indicated that she had grotesque and unrealistic conceptions 
of the reasons for hospital and medical procedures. How she 
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conceived of her illness was unknown. 
Reactions to Medical and Su;gical Procedures 
While several of the children underwent some of tba same 
medical and surgical procedures, others got certain treatments 
that only they, of all the children in the sample, received. 
Also the combination of medical and surgical procedures was 
different for each of the children. Because of these facts, 
it was decided that the most manageable way of analyzing the 
data was first to examine each of the~cedures and how each 
of the children reacted to those they received, then to 
evaluate whether each of the children's reactionsto medical 
and surgical procedures was generally constructive and appro-
priate or non-constructive and inappropriate. Reactions were 
considered appropriate if they were in keeping with what would 
be expected of most children ten to twelve years of age who 
were going through an experience similar to the one to which the 
child was reacting. Those reactions which served a useful 
purpose for the child and did not harm anyone else were consi-
dered constructive. And reactions which were the opposite of 
these were labeled inappropriate and unconstructive. 
x-rays, needles, blood tests, and operations were the 
treatment procedures most commonly used with the patients in 
the sample. 
Blood Tests and Needles 
_ l3,~og~ .t e~t~;t ~~ '":o,~,~.Q.l,~ 13,,,.~~::t."~e. .. ~.en.as similar in the ayes, 
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of the patients. All but D and F got both of these. D did not 
mention getting needles although she got blood tests, aniF did 
not say she had blood tests, but did get needles. Of t.be seven 
patients who had needles and/or blood tests, only C and G did 
not ~xpress great dislike and feE!,r of them. C said she did not 
mind them while G, characteristically denying her feelings, 
said only that she never cried when she got needles or when she 
underwent any of the procedures. 
A reported that she did not mind the needles she 
received immediately following her operation because her pain 
was so great then that she welcomed anything that might lessen 
it. At other times she feared and disliked both needles and 
blood tests. She spoke of being nervous when she had blood 
tests, of not wanting them, and of feeling afraid when she saw 
blood taken from other children, even when she would not be 
having a blood test herself. She wondered why the children 
could not get pills instead of needles. 
For several weeks after she entered the hospital B 
seemed to feel that the blood tests, and many other types of 
procedures, were a form of punishment or evidence of her being 
persecuted, although, in her calmer moments, she would say they 
were done to help her. She felt that the person who gave her 
the blood tests pushed the instrument she used ~eeper into B's 
·· fingers than into the fingers of any of the other children. B 
'would put up a tremendous fuss before and during blood tests, 
' 
and generally alienated the hospital staff by her extreme 
reactions to this and to other procedures. 
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D, E, and F were all fearful of the needles and blood 
tests but reacted appropriately to them. D said that, though 
the idea of having blood tests was "scary," the blood's being 
taken frcm the finger tips was not really painful. When blood 
was taken from the vein in her arm, she said this did hurt. 
She asked the writer to hold her hand while she was getting 
one of the painful blood tests. Tears fell down her face and 
her eyes were alternately drawn to a torn away from the needle 
going into her arm. She did not resist having the test done 
or make a fuss about it but did not deny her feelings con-
cerning it either. She bore no malice toward the administrator 
of the blood test and was able to comfort another child whose 
turn to have the test followed her own. 
E readily voiced her dislike of needles. She said that 
the needles used in blood tests really did not hurt much but 
she did not like them. As she spoke of the needles, she shook 
her shoulders as if shivering at the thought of them. E felt 
that the pills had a "nasty taste" but she greatly preferred 
them to needles. 
F said that, though she really did not like needles, she 
felt they were not too bad when injected into the arm. When 
' they were injected into the rear she really minded them. She 
, said she became very nervous when she received needles and 
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"chewed her fingers" but did not cry. 
G, who tried to act very brave and to seem unfrightened, 
spoke only of not crying when she got needles. In hospital 
play in a group meeting, however, she stuck a toy needle into 
every part of a doll, several times jabbing it into the doll's 
mouth. She fastened two play knives together to make "the 
longest needle ever" and, with it, attacked the writer, cast 
in the role of her "patient." In tbe afternoon following this 
group meeting G and another group member, who was extremely 
afraid of needles, took turns being doctor and patient and 
"giving each other needles" with pencils. 
From the foregoing we see that needles generally pro-
voked in the children a strong reaction of fear and aversion. 
Though most of the children readily admitted that the needles 
and blood tests did not really hurt much, they could not help 
reacting against them. A and F spoke of feeling nervous about 
the needles, and B and G, the children with the severest 
reactions to hospitalization, saw them as a form of attack. 
The fear of loss of blood in the blood test was expressed by A 
who, along withE, spoke of preferring pills to needles. This 
and the preference for needles in the arms over needles given 
in the rear and for blood's being taken from the finger instead 
of from tm vein seemed prevalent not only amorgst tbe children 
· in this sample but amongst other children the writer saw on the 
sa~m ward. 
" 
C's unconcerned attitude toward the needles and blood 
tests was noteworthy because or its singularity but may have 
been a form or denial. B's and G's reactions to them were 
inappropriate and unconstructive, while A's, D's, E's, and F's 
reactions were both appropriate and constructive. 
X-Rays 
The children who had X-rays taken generally felt these 
were "nothing" and did not mind them. Only D, who found it 
uncomfortable to stand up because of her renal contusion, 
found the taking or the x-rays an uncomfortable procedure. 
From this we see that all the children reacted appropriately 
"00 having X-rays taken. 
Operations 
A, B, c, E, am:G had operations, which left D andF as 
the only two children in the sample who were not operated on. 
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B and E both reacted constructively to their operations. B, 
very surprisingly, made no fuss about having her skin grafted 
though very vociferous in her reactions.against every other 
procedure. Medication, which would have dulled the pain and 
perhaps B's senses generally, may have at least partially 
accounted for her reaction. After this operation B's reactions 
to hospital staff and to hospitalization and illness seemed 
' somewhat improved, and B was later even able to help the doctor 
, find stitches to remove from her graft without making any 
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fuss over the latter procedure. 
E expressed a realistic fear of her operation be1bre 
it occurred and after it, said she would like to have the group 
formed around her bed and to participate in the play with paper 
dolls though she felt sick. When the pain and sick feeling 
became too much for her, E did not hesitate to very nicely ask 
the group to leave so she could try to sleep. 
A's reaction to her operation may have been a construc-
tive one, though it was inappropriate. The writer saw A for 
only a few minutes after her first operation, at which time 
her face was flushed. She was moaning and groaning and seemed 
to be in great pain. When the writer saw her a few days after 
that, A appeared bright and cheery and back to her old self. 
She then went home between her first and second operations and 
returned to the bospi tal saying she did rot m:ind being in the 
hospital so much after being able to go home. The writer later 
saw A before her second operation. At that time she played 
until she left for the operating room, almost seeming oblivious 
to the prospect of the surgery she was soon to undergo. Yet A 
had a severe reaction after that operation, the most severe 
that the writer had seen on the ward. She cried a great deal, 
clutched her rosary beads, begged for medication to relieve her 
pain, and loudly groaned, "Why does this have to happen to me? 
Why do I have so much pain? I•ve been so good. I didn't do 
anything wrong." 
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In a few days the writer again saw A back in high 
spirits and determined to be brave after her next operation. 
Another social worker saw her after that third operation and 
reported that she really did try not to complain or react 
strongly to it. Her way of doing this was to completely avoid 
speaking about the operation and to determinedly throw herself 
into the activity provided by the group worker, all the time 
seeming very tense and pressured. When, in the course of the 
activity, a staple went into her finger, she turned white, 
looked as if she were going to faint, blamed the group worker 
for the accident , and moaned and groaned as if she were in 
excruciating pain. In other words, her feelings about her leg 
got converted to her finger, and she did not teal guilty acting 
concerned about this. After that incident, A was much more 
relaxed and was generally functioning better. 
Both C and G had unconstructive and inappropriate reac-
tions to their operations. C was embarrassed at having lB r 
pubic hair shaved before her operation. She stated that she did 
not mind her appendectomy because she was asleep during it and 
felt no pain. She screamed after the operation, however, because 
she then felt extreme pain in her stomach. C became very grouchy 
after undergoing surgery, and, according to the nurses, exag-
gerated the pain she felt, over-reacted to it, and claimed to be 
in pain long after she should have been. "How do they know how 
much pain I feel? They're not me," C muttered angrily. She 
~- -~ :-:.; -, 
also felt picked on and persecuted by one particular nurse, 
which she was, but not without some provocation on her part. 
With the passage of time after C's operation, she complained 
less about pain, was able to do more, and her grouchiness was 
replaced by a good-humored casualness. 
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The immediate reaction G had to her operation was un-
known. After it, however, the writer overheard G telling 
another child, who was about to leave for the operating room, 
all sorts of gory details about what the child could expect to 
encounter. 
In summary, E reacted constructively and appropriately 
to her operation and B reacted to her surgery in a constructive 
manner but inappropriately in as much as she seemed to have no 
reaction to it. 
C and G both reacted non-constructively and inappropri-
ately, while A over-reacted to her operation in an inappropriate 
way which, however, may have served a constructive purpose for 
ber, for when she tried to contain her reaction to her third 
operation, it was done only at great expense to herself. 
Forced Walking after Operations 
Both B and C were forced to walk after their operations. 
The nurses said that this was very painful for B but not for c. 
1Both girls initially resisted the efforts at making them walk, 
but B's reaction was appropriate and constructive while C's was 
it 
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inappropriate and unconstructive. The writer was the first to 
encourage B to get out of her bed and walk. B made a sincere 
effort to do this but found it so painfUl that she got back 
into bed refusing to try again. When the writer explained to 
B why she needed to walk in order to get better and how much 
a twelve year old Negro girl who just arrived with severe burns 
similar to B's would appreciate having B visit her in her 
separate room down the hall. B made up her mind to walk to 
visit the girl with whom she identified herself. And she did. 
C was stubbornly resistant for a much longer time. 
Though the nurses succeeded in forcing her to walk, she would 
IUt up a fuss about this and insist that no one realized the 
pain she was going through and that the nurses were all bent 
upon making her suffer. 
Being Confined to Bedrest 
B and D were the two children confined to bedrest over 
a long period of time and both their reactt ons were appropriate 
and constructive. B, who was in great pain at the time and in 
no condition to move about, did not complain about the bedrest, 
never tried to get outof bed wben she was not supposed to, and 
resisted having to get out of bed wben she was first encouraged, 
to. D, on the other hand, was cautioned not to overexerc1. se in 
any way that might possibly put a strain on her kidney. At 
·first she rested quietly in her bed and, though she never tried 
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to get out of it, as time passed she became less cautious and 
more energetic in her movements on her bed. 
Catheterization 
C, an eleven year old girl who had already begun 
menstruating, strongly disliked having a catheter inserted in 
her and screamed during its insertion. Ten year old D also 
said that the catheter was very uncomfortable and that she 
cried a little when it was inserted, even though shedd not 
like to cry in front of pebple. Both these reactions were 
appropriate. 
Casts 
A was very aware of her cast and very cautious about it. 
She frequently reminded people to be careful of it and expressed 
fear of its getting dirty or having to be removed. This was an 
over-reaction and inappropriate. Contrasted to A's behavior 
was G's never mentioning the cast on her ear, though G's mother 
mentioned that G was unhappy about her hair having been unevenly 
snipped off when the cast was put on her ear. G's chief reac-
tion, overt lack of response, was inappropriate. 
Debrosin and saline Dressings, Special Baths for Burns. and 
Brood Transfusion 
B was the only one in the sample to have these three 
,quite painful medical treatments. Early in her hospitalization 
.she would strike out at doctors, nurses, and aides who tried to 
administer these, scream and cry before the time of the 
administration, and look very frightened when she heard the 
doctors' or nurses' footsteps. She reacted most severely 
.. 
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against the debrosin which ate away at her burnt skin and was 
applied on gauze pads, which got stuck in the soft burnt skin 
area and had to be ripped off. Her behavior continued al:out 
the same for three weeks, although her reaction was somewhat 
less intense when saline dressings were substituted for the 
debrosin anes. She always tried to postpone treatment until 
"later" and, when undergoing painful or feared procedures, she 
called for her mother and frequently munched on food then or 
afterward. When the dressings were stopped for a short time 
and B's burn, which was under an iron canopy with a sheet over 
it, was unbandaged, B screamed just as loudly as she had before 
but then about how the air hurt her burn. This was not sup-
posed to be very painful. "How can they do this to me? It 
isn't fair!" she screamed, as if her care had been totally 
abandoned. 
B became so loud and unmanageable that the hospital 
staff transferred her to a separate room a little distance 
from the ward and the other patients. B was sad and lonely 
ther,e and said she missed the other ehi ldr en and hated being 
all alone. The writer helped to get her moved back onto the 
ward with the understanding that she would be put back into 
the separate room whenever she became unmanageable. Though B 
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greatly disliked and feared the three treatments for as long as 
she had them, she finally began to accept them more and to have 
lesser outbursts when receiving them. B's reaction to these 
treatments were both inappropriate and unoonstruotive, although 
they were very painful and burn oases' reactions to them were 
usually strong, though not as strong as B's were. 
Frequent Wakings for the Taking of Pulse, Blood Pressure, and 
Temperature 
This was what D said she minded most about her 
hospitalization. Since D did not undergo any very painful 
procedures while in the hospital and this was quite annoying, 
her response was considered appropriate. 
Foot Bath 
F's saying she did not mind this procedure at all, 
since it caused her no pain, was an appropriate reaction. 
Reactions to Medical Problems 
As was stated in Chapter III, each of the children had 
different medical problems, which were visible to different 
degrees, and which realistically caused the children differing 
amounts of pain, discomfort, and concern. All this was 
assessed in the evaluation of the children's reactions to their 
medical problems, and the previously stated definitions of the 
terms "appropriate", "inappropriate", "constructive", and 
"non-constructivet• apply here to the assessment of the chil-
dren's reactions. 
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A's, D's, and F'~ reactions to their medical problems 
were appropriate and constructive. A recognized that her post 
polio deformities needed to be corrected and wanted to come 
to the hospital to have this done. Both D and F abided by 
medical prescriptions and turned their attentions to finding 
out as much as they could about the parts of their bodies that 
were injured and how these would heal. E' s reaction to her 
tumor was appropriate without being either constructive or 
non-constructive. E avoided learning about her medical problem 
but did not react to it in such a way that her normal function-. 
ing was impaired. 
The pictures B, C, and G presented were quite different .. 
Their reactions to their medical problems were inappropriate 
and non-constructive. B, when she first entered the hospital, 
had a hysterical reaction. She could not bear to look at her 
burns, and spoke of how very ugly they were. Yet she couldn't 
keep her eyes or her hands away fram them. At first she would 
go into the bathroom, where no one could see her, and scratch 
or rub her burns with her hands or with toilet paper until they 
bled profusely. She feared the sight of the blood, knew she 
was harmit\g herself, and seemed to doubt her sanity for acting 
, as she did. B seemed to feel very devalued by the burns, told 
: the writer that she did not want the writer or anyone but her 
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parents to care about her, and seemed almost not to care about 
herself. However, her hostile and vociferous reactions to the 
burns, the medical and hospital procedures, and the hospital 
staff indicated that she was fighting back at what she feared 
and had not completely given up hope for herself. 
About ten days after she entered the hospital, B told 
tbe writer that, to her, her burns smelt like smoke. She spoke 
of not being able to sleep because of nightmares in which she 
pictured herself on fire. She feared that she would never get 
out of the hospital or, if she did, she would catch on fire 
again, but that time no one would be around to save her. Then 
her face would get burnt too, and she would have to return to 
the hospital just as soon as she got out of it. 
The severity of B's reaction decreased as time passed, 
her physical condition improved, and she received social group 
work treatment, but it was three weeks before she began "ad-
justing" to her situation. The hospital staff felt her reac-
tions were severe enou~1 to warrant her referral to the Child 
Guidance Clinic, though the surgeons on this ward usually avoid-
ed making referrals. In fact, B was the only case they referre~ 
during the first seven months this writer was assigned to the 
ward. 
C's reaction to her appendicitis attack was less extreme 
. than B's was to her burn. C's reaction was inappropriate and 
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non-constructive, nonetheless. Far more severe than her minor 
medical problem warranted, her reaction included her insisting 
on staying in bed when she needed exercise in order for her 
physical condition to improve. Her actions also resulted in 
her alien·ating the hospital staff, which only served to add to 
C's feelings of unhappiness and persecution. 
Although G's reaction was a quite different one, it was' 
also inappropriate and non-constructive. G never spoke of her 
ear infection and did not overtly react to it. Instead, she 
denied its existence. The effect this had upon her was clearly 
seen in the group session, already described in the preceding 
section, when the children were engaged in hospital play. In 
that group session G dramatized a very grotesqqe picture of the 
hospital setting and the suffering of patients, while she, as 
a patient, claimed that nothing about the hospital or her 
medical problem bothered her at all. 
Reactions to Hospital Personnel 
Some of the children had generally trusting, pleasant 
reactions to the hospital staff, while others' reactions to 
the staff were untrusting and unpleasant· as reflected in staff-
patient relationships. A trusting relationship would be one in 
which the child believed the hospital staff were acting to help 
:and not to hurt him. The pleasant aspect of such a relationship 
'would involve some positive feelings between patient and staff, 
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and the behavior of each toward the other would reflect some 
understanding, helpfulness, or consideration. An untrusting 
and unpleasant relationship would have tbe opposite of the above 
elements in it. A, D, E, and F had trusting and pleasant 
relationships with staff members while B's, C's, and G's 
relationships with the hospital staff were untrusting and 
unpleasant. 
B and C both exhibited hostile and alienating behavior 
toward hospital personnel, with B's behavior again being more 
extreme than C' s. For about three weeks B was extremely hos-
tile and rejecting toward all the hospital staff e:x:cept tbe 
writer who she also tried to alienate at first. B struck out 
at the staff and yelled and screamed at them to get away from 
her. Only after three days of the writer's refusing to be 
alienated did B shakily accept her. Yet even after more than 
four weeks, during which the writer stood by B through crisis 
after crisis, the girl could not completely trust her and did 
not trust the rest of the staff at all. 
B's reactions to the hospital staff were also character-
ized by a desire for their support at the very time she was 
shouting how much she bated them and wanted them to leave her 
alone. 'When the writer reminded B of how she had acted this way 
· with the writer at first, B said, "When I tell the doctors to 
leave, I really want them to stay too." One of the nurses also 
reported that, though B was usually rejecting and hostile, she 
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did ask that nurse to stay near her bed once or twice when she 
felt especially lonely and afraid at night. 
B's reaction was also complicated by the fact that she 
was one of the only Negro children when she arrived on the ward 
and she was being treated by a primarily white medical staff. 
The two Negro end Chinese doctors were the only ones whose 
prescriptions she trusted. In this and several other ways, B 
indicated that she doubted that the White staff would try to 
help a Negro child and thought they might even try to hurt her 
because of her color. Although B could intellectually under-
stand tr...e reasons she received the medical treatments she did, 
and although she would sometimes say she knew the hospital staff 
were administrating painful treatment in order to help her get 
better, B did not accept all this emotionally. By the end of 
her two and a half months stay in the hospital, however, she wa$: 
able to get along with the hospital staff and to develop a good 
relationship with one of the nurses. 
C was very demanding and impatient with the staff, pro-
voked the anger of some of the nurses, and then got hurt and 
angry at the hostile behavior the provoked nurses directed 
toward her. When the writer pointed out the negative results 
of her behavior and the positive results that could accrue from 
,C' s being reasonable, without being sub servient, C began to act 
I 
,, 
iimore reasonably. With the passage of time and the improvement 
of her physical condition, C said she no longer felt malice 
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•• toward the nurse she had "hated" the week before, said that 
nurse and all the other nurses were "O.If. ", and reported that 
she thought the doctors were nice and she liked them all. 
Shortly before she left the hospital, C said she felt the doc-
tors and nurses had really helped her to get better. 
Ingratiating behavior characterized G's behavior with 
the hospital staff, regardless of how well she knew or liked 
them. Her indiscriminate kow-towing, together with the fright-
ening picture of the staff that G presented in her hospital 
play, indicated that G's behavior was a result of great fear 
·rather than of genuine liking. 
Reactions to Other Children on the Ward 
The three categories under which the patients' reactions 
to other children are classified are: "reaches out to other 
children", "has contact with other children but without much 
interest in them", and "has little contact with other child-
ren". A, D, and E reached out to other children on the ward 
and enjoyed both the activities and the company of peers 
when in group meetings. B, F, aniG partie ipa ted in groups with 
other children but the other children were of only secondary 
importance to them. B and G, both very creative girls, were 
:more interested in the activities they were partic:ipating in, 
i, and F was more interested in the attention of the adult worker 
!: 
I 
::than in relationships with peers. C had little con tact with 
other children, but all the children were much younger than 
she when she was on the ward. 
Reactions to Separation from HOme and Family 
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''Extreme Homesickness", "Mild homsickness", "No expres-
sion of homesickness", and "Lack of home sickness" are the four 
categories under which the children's reactions to separation 
from home and family are classified. A's, B's, and F's reac-
tions indicated extrema homesickness, while D's were indica-
tive of mild homesickness. G said nothing about her feelings 
in this area, while C guessed that she missed her family and 
friends "a little", and E was not homesick at all. In fact, 
she preferred being in the hospital to going home. 
All the children but B had family visitors every day, 
whereas someone from B's family would come to see her every 
second or third day. Especially during the first few weeks 
of B's hospitalization~ B was dejected whenever she had no 
visitors and overjoyed when any of her family members came to 
see her. 
An interesting finding was that several of the children 
mentioned missing their siblings, and especially their young-
est siblings, more frequently than they spoke of missing their 
parents. This was true of A, who spoke of missing both her 
siblings but especially "her baby" more than she missed her 
parents. "I don't miss my mother and father so much because 
' 
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they visit every day," she explained. B spoke most of missing 
her mother and her younger sister, mentioning her nostalgic 
feelings for her sister somewhat more frequently. Without 
talking directly about separation from her siblings, D refer-
red to them frequently in many different contexts, speaking 
most fondly of her one younger male sibling. E, of course, 
had no brothers or sisters, and F talked of missing both her 
parents and her younger sister very much. C and G said little 
or nothing about missing anyone. 
Other React ions 
C and E spoke of enjoying the relaxation and lack of 
chores while they were in the hospital. Both D and E mentioned 
missing neighborhood friends, and D talked of looking forward 
to when she could get out of doors again and really move 
around. C reacted strongly against having to use the bedpan, 
and there were other complaints about not being able to watch 
all the favorite television programs, the early bedtime, the 
hardness of beds, how terrible the food was, and about boredom 
and loneliness. A said that she got extrem9ly bored and lonely 
because she had so much time on her hands and so little to do 
with it. She also commented that she got very lonely in the 
morning, at night, and when she had nothing to do. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
As stated in Chapter I, there are many limit at ions to 
this study, not least of which is the small sample. Gene~ali-
zations can not, therefore, be drawn from the data gathered in 
, the study, but the different types of patients' reactions to 
hospitalization and illness will be related to patients' back-
I 
r 
grounds whenever possible. 
mhildren with Positive-Constructive Reactions 
We saw in Chapter IV that D, E, and F had positive and 
constructive reactions. D and F came from unbroken homes and 
had excellent relationships with parents and siblings, whereas 
E's parents were divorced and she lived with her ®tber with 
whom she had a fair to poor relationship. All three of the 
girls had excellent relationships with teachers and other 
adults, and they had very good or excellent relationships with 
peers. D and E were hospitalized for three to four weeks where• 
as F's hospitalization was a short one of six days. D and F 
did not have ope rations, had clear conceptions of their medical 
problems and of hospital and medical procedures, and had sudden 
onsets of their medical problems. All three of these girls did 
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1. not have visible medical problems, were not known to have been 
previously hospitalized, did not experience great pain while in 
the hospital, reacted appropriately and constructively to medi-
cal and surgical procedures, and had trusting and pleasant 
relationships with hospital personnel. D and F also had appro-
priate and constructive reactions to tl'Bir medical problems, 
while E's reaction to her medical problem was appropriate but 
neither constructive or non-constructive. D and E reached out 
to other children on the ward, while F merely participated in 
activities with them. There was no similarity in the amount of 
homesickness each girl experienced. D was mildly homesick, E 
expressed no homesickness, and F was extremely homesick. 
Children with Negative-Non-Constructive Reactions 
B, C and G were the three children who had negative-
non-constructive reactions to hospitalization and illness. 
C and G came from broken homes, had fair relationships with 
their mothers and siblings and no relationships with the 
fathers they had never known. B had a fair-to-poor relationship 
with her mother, while her relationship with her father waw 
unknown and that with her siblings was fair-to-excellent. B and 
C had fair and G had poor relationships with peers, while B's 
relationships with teachers and other adults was unknown, C's 
was fair, and G's poor. C and G were hospitalized for a short 
time, had some but not a great deal of pain, had vague concep-
tiona of their medical problem and the reasons for hospital and 
medical procedures, and did:mt express any homesickness. B's 
and C's medical problems came upon them suddenly, whereas G's 
existed for a long time prior to her hospitalization. B and 
G had visible medical problems, had been previously hospitalized 
and participated with, but did not reach out to, other children 
on the ward. C had little contact with other patients. B was 
hospitalized for a very lorg time, had a great deal of pain, 
bad clear conceptions of her medical problem and hospital and 
medical procedures, and was extremely homesick. C was the one 
who had little contact w1 th other children on the ward. All 
three bad inappropriate and non-constructive reactiDns to their 
medical problems and to medical and surgical procedures and had 
untrusting and unpleasant reactions to hospital personnel. 
Child with Mixed Reactions 
A's reactions to hospitalization and illness had some 
positive-constructive aspects, although A had some difficulty 
using the hospitalization experience constructively. She came 
from an unbroken home and had excellent relationships with 
parents, siblings, teachers, and other adults. Her relation-
ships with peers prior to hospitalization were unknown. Her 
medical problem was a visible one which did not have a sudden 
onset. In fact, she had been hospitalized for the same problem 
twice before. She was operated on, experienced some degree of 
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pain, had vague conceptions of her medical problem, reacted 
inappropriately to medical and surgical procedures, and 
appropriately and constructively to her medical problem. She 
also had a trusting and pleasant reaction to hospital personnel, 
reached out to other children on the ward, and was extremely 
homesick. 
General Summary 
It is not possible, within the limits of this study, to 
show a definite relationship between type of reaction and fac-
tors in the children's background. However, those children who 
seemed to have .ID3.de generally good social adjustments prior to 
hospitalization tended to react more appropriately and construe• 
, tively to their illness and hospitalization than did the ohil-
•· dren whose so oial adjustments had not been good. Interestingly, 
the children's reactions corresponded more closely to their 
social adjustment before hospi-talization than to their type of 
· family background. The study also showed that needles and blood 
tests, operations, and debrosin dressings were the medical and 
surgical procedures which provoked the strongest negative reao-
' tions from the children in the sample. 
Discussion 
It was seen in the conclusions that the children's reao-
i tions to hospitalization and illness did not correspond closely 
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to the positive or negative aspects of their family lite. In 
fact, features of some close families, such as over-protective-
ness, family patterns of great concern about pain or physical 
problems, or the engendering of extreme homesickness could 
contribute to children's reacting inappropriately and/or non-
constructively to hospitalization and illness. In this study 
social adjustment prior to hospitalization did correspond close-
ly to the children's reactions. One factor seeming to contri-
bute to this is that social adjustment indicates a general 
pattern of adjustment to life both in and out of the home which 
tends to come into play in most lite situations, including 
crises. Also, because ability to form positive relationships 
~ th adults and peers in the home neighborhood is carried over 
to the hospital, positive relationships with the medical staff 
and with other children on the ward make hospi talizat :ion and 
illness easier to bear. 
One point which stood out in this study was that the 
children with the most inappropriate and unoonstructive reac-
tions bad problems in several, not in just one area. Children 
in this sample with poor family and social adjustments before 
hospitalization frequently had vague or mistaken ideas about 
the hospital experience, perceived treatment methods as attack 
or punishment, and didmt f'om. good relationships with hospital 
: personnel and other children on their ward. They bad few 
! 
:: resources to help them either in their backgrounds or within 
themselves and sorely needed the hospital staff's help and 
patience in numerous areas. Yet they acted in sue h a way, 
because of their problems, as to alienate the doctors and 
nurses. This situation seems similar to that of the multi-
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problem family who cannot help themselves because they are so 
deeply bogged down in problems. Each of their problems causes 
a chain reaction of more problems. And, though they desperate-
ly need help, people frequently do not want to help them be-
cause of the unattractive picture they present. 
From the data analysis we also get hints about why 
needles, blood tests, and operations generally provoke as 
strongly negative reactions as they do. The perception of the 
giving of needles as a form of attack, seen in B's and G's 
extreme cases and also in the case of a well-adjusted girl may 
suggest the idea of attack as the reason for the strength of 
the very common negative reaction most people have towards 
needles. One of the children's comments also suggested that the 
blood coming from hand or finger, together with the fear of the 
pricking, caused the children's negative reactions to blood 
tests. Operations seemed to represent punishment to the girls. 
This "punishment" seemed to relieve B's guilt and to free her 
to function better, while it provoked great distress and con-
sternation in A who could not understand why she was being 
punished when she had done nothing wrong. 
, From the material brought out in this thesis, some 
===k=::~ .. 7.==:·:=~=;. ·.;·,.-...;:"'~"';;;.~:;..,;;-:'"=o=.;c;;;.~-----·."';·, · ·-·· --- . ··~'"·=cc=cc.oc·.=~;::;;.;;~"'-'..:.;;.·;~~~,;; .. :;.. ... ·~~: .... ~ .·=·'"'o,-::.c:.:.c~·~;;;=--=~:o"- . . .. 
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recommendations can be made. It seemed that clear conceptions 
of medical problems and of the reasons for hospital and medical 
procedures generally helped children to cope with illness and 
hospitalization in an· .. appropriate and constructive Wff.y. Though 
some children are not able to accept and use preparation, it 
seems to be one effective technique for helping most children 
gain such clear conceptions. The literature bears out the idea 
that good preparation for hospitalization and illness can have 
positive effects an children. In Florence M. Bibeau's thesis 1 
on "Patient Responses in Relation to the Use of a Teaching Guide 
in the Preparation of School-age Children for Surgery," Miss 
Bibeau shows that the children who were prepared for operations 
were helped because their reactions were based on fact rather 
than their wild imaginings about a frightening situation. 
Jeans' study2 qualifies this by pointing out that the 
way tm child uses the preparation he gets depends on his 
individual needs. This writer would like to speculate that the 
way the child uses the preparation he gets may also depend on 
his readiness to accept preparation and on his source of infor-
mation. For example, B, D, and F were the three children in 
this study who had clear intellectual conceptions about their 
, 
1Florence M. Bibeau, "Patient Responses in Relation 
' to the Use of a Teaching Guide in the Preparation of So hool 
: Age Children for SUrgery." 
: 2 
"- ~---=~-="=c~.=~~11i..J.:"'~"""~~~6,~l=~oo~,, Essentials of Pediatrics, p. 149. -·~~-·- .'_;_~...;:;;..-:.-:.:..~~..:;;;;;:~ .. ·~=;;;;;_~~ -:-:.~....::;.:..,-:;:~_,,;._:_ ·----
medical problems, medical and hospital procedures, and the 
reasons for these. D and F, well informed by their parents 
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and the medical staff used the information and preparation they 
received constructively. B, who had difficulty trusting anyone 
in the hospital, gained a great deal of knowledge about her 
medical problem and the procedures used in treating this from 
the many questions she asked of the hospital staff whom she 
knew felt hostilely toward her. Her intellectual grasp of 
what was happening to her in the hospital was excellent, yet 
emotionally she could not accept what she intellectually knew. 
She felt persecuted and had fantasies about frightening ex-
periences. 
The difference between how D and F received and used 
the information they got and how B received, but did not accept, 
the information she got prompted this writer to examine the 
question of whose explanations were most meaningful to the 
children and could be best accepted and most constructively 
used by them. It seemed to her that three types of people, 
members of the medical staff, social workers, and parents, 
play different roles in the child's life and can all play 
important and different parts in preparing the child for hos-
pitalization and illness. 
This writer had seen that the children on the ward have 
a clear conception of the~tact that the doctors and nurses are 
: the people with the greatest knowledge and understanding of 
;c--·=fi=~""="':;,-,,:;-":o-c·.·. c;:~:..:='-':.,;;=-::"':::.:.;:;:c-~:~"';::=..coc=::: . ·.:. ·,·.c;..= ... :~-==:c::;·,;;;-...;_~;o.:.:·~-~--''"'==-. _.._ ; __ :;-,:o;·; ·:: .:::.:..: .••... :;;..;:·.-.=: :;, -:~~ .. :~ •. --:~· ... -~·. -
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1 edical problems and treatJEnt. Some of the children whom this 
~riter worked with on the ward felt that only the doctors and 
nurses could really help them, even if they had problems in 
their personal relationships with these members of the medi-
cal staff and had an intense and beneficial personal and 
treatment relationship with the social worker. 
Cobb, et al.,3 brings out how important the emotional 
support, opportunity to talk over problems, and pleasant 
attention which social workers furnish, are for most patients. 
The writer of the present study has spoken with some children 
~ho wanted the social worker to take over their medical care 
because they trusted the worker, knew she was connected with 
the hospital staff, had been very much helped by her in other 
areas, and therefore felt that she would be able to help them 
~n all areas. The writer saw no evidence of the children's 
~anting to cast their parents in the doctors' or nurses' 
roles~ To them their parents seemed to represent people who 
really cared about them, not professionally and only while 
~hey were in the hospital, but personally and for always. 
~here the family relationships were excellent or even fair, 
the parents represented authority figures who, from long past 
experience, knew a lot and could be trusted to give true 
3Beatrice Cobb, et al., "Nurse-Patient Relationships," 
~ournal of the American Geriatrics Society, vol. 4 (July ,1956), 
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information. The parents also represented security to the 
child as well as a picture of the child and his life before 
mspitalization and how they would be after it. 
Thus we see that parents frequently represent trusted, 
unfrightening sources of information. Social workers are 
authority figures connected with the hospital who may have 
good and supportive ongoing relationships with the children 
and appear unthreatening because they do not administer 
painful treatment or have the power to cure or lose patients. 
The doctors are seen as having the greatest knowledge of the 
medical problems and the power to cure these, but the doctors 
are less able to spend time with the patients. They and the 
nurses, because connected with painful medical care, may also 
be more frightening to the children. Consequently, if the 
child is given similar information by all three types of 
people, who are trusted and depended upon for recovery to 
different degrees, he will probably be well prepared. 
All this bas led the writer to believe that: 
1) Every child should get some information and pre-
paration prior to hospitalization or, if this is 
impossible, shortly after entering the hospital. 
2) Children should be given the opportunity to expres 
the information and conceptions with which they 
come to the hospital, because they may be mis-
informed or have misconceptions that are causing 
their reactions to hospitalization and illness 
to be more severe than they otherwise would be. 
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3) For any given child, depending on his personality 
structure and feelings, his past and present 
relationships, and his general background, it 
might be most important for him, for his parents, 
a social worker, a doctor or a nurse to be his 
chief informant. But every child would probably 
benefit most from having the information he 
received, corroborated and emphasized by all three 
The repetition of the statements would tend to 
make a deeper impression on the children, and once 
the child was fully informed by om person, he 
would need only reassurance or emphasis from 
others who spoke with him about the same subject. 
4) The more correct information the child has and 
accepts about his hospitalization and illness, the 
less chance there is that be will have frightening 
and false fantasies which will increase the severi 
ty of his reactions to these. 
Other recommendations stem from some of A's comments. 
A stated that she did not mind a previous hospitalization, 
when her mother could stay in her hospital room with her, and 
that she really did not mind her hospitalization at the time 
of the present study after she was able to go home in between 
operations. She also spoke about becoming sad and lonely 
when she was bored and had nothing to do. 
Fran this we see that recreational and other types of 
groups in the hospital setting can serve the important func-
tions of giving the children things to do to keep their minds 
occupied and of providing areas for sublimation and for 
feelings of mastery and achievement. Extended visiting hours 
and patients' going home whenever possible during long term 
hospitalizations seem to increase their pleasures and help 
build their ego strengths so that they are better able to 
cope with the stresses and strains that unavoidably occur 
during illness and hospitalization. 
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Some of the material which emerged was too scanty to 
allow conclusions or recommendations to be drawn fran it. 
Yet it might provide ideas that would be interesting to 
study in the future. One was that there seemed to be a 
correspondence between circumstances surrounding previous 
hospitalization and reactions to later hospitalization and 
illness. All three of the girls in this study who had pre-
vious hospitalizations had had negative aspects surrounding 
these, and they all over-reacted to their medical problem 
and/or hospitalization at the time of this study. The early 
ages at which they were hospitalized may have added to the 
severity of these girls' reactions. Both "The Two Year Old 
Goes to the Hospital"4 and the study by Prugh, et al.5 have 
indicated that the younger the child is when he goes to the 
hospital the greater the impact of the experience is likely 
to be. 
Neither the suddenness of the onset of the medical 
problem nor length of hospitalization seemed related to 
4"The Two Year Old Goes to the Hospital", an unpub-
lished case record used at the Boston University School of 
Social Work. 
5p et al. • 80. 
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reactions. What was noticed was that children who bad diffi-
culty adjusting to hospitalization and illness, when hospi-
talized for a long time during which they received help, 
made a better adjustment and partially or fully resolved some 
of the problems engendered by the hospital experience. 
Trusting and pleasant relationships with medical staff 
were found in the cases of all the children who had positive-
construc-tive reactions and in none of the cases where there 
were negative-non-constructive reactions. This writer 
speculates that because of the central role the medical staff 
plays in the patients' central problems and concerns during 
:tospitalization, trusting, pleasant relations with them play 
a more important role in patient reactioll8 than do similar 
relationships with other patients or with non-medical hospita. 
staff. If this is true, it only underscores the prime impor-
tance of good patient-medical statt relationships and the 
need tor social workers to work to bring these about as part 
of the process of helping hospital patients. 
A further question which arises is whether all or liD st 
of the children who feel guilty an9. grossly overreact to theiJ 
illness and hospitalization may be relieved by the punishment 
operations represent and then be able to function better 
generally after their operations. This seemed to be true in 
B' s case and in the ease of anot .be r child with whom this 
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writer worked. There is also the question of whether the 
visibility of a medical problem affects children's reactions. 
All three of the children in this study whose medical prob-
lems were visible reacted to hospitalization and illness 
innappropriately and non-constructively. 
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